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Botanical water used to solve
shortages in developing countries
By John Dooley
 john.dooley@milduraweekly.com.au
@MilduraWeekly

A BOLD initiative to supply communities in India with fresh drinking water is being undertaken by
the newly-formed Botanical Water
Foundation, which is utilising a
water purification technology developed in Sunraysia.
Botanical water is derived from
an innovative process which harvests naturally-occurring water
from fruit and vegetables at the
same time as juice concentrate is
made – a process which is at the
heart of the award-winning AquaBotanical bottled water, manufactured in Koorlong.
AquaBotanical’s
inventor, Dr Bruce Kambouris, took
his globally patented innovation to a commercial level with
the assistance of co-director of
the Botanical Water Foundation,
and chairman and co-founder of
the FindexGroup, Terry Paule, who
is now spearheading the philanthropic project which will see the
invention used to ease acute water
shortages in India.
“Botanical water offers a new
way to filter and distribute billions
of litres of safe drinking water that
is currently being discarded by the
sugar milling industry in India in
particular, where local communities are struggling to source adequate fresh drinking water,” Mr
Paule said.
To address this issue head on,
the Botanical Water Foundation
has been established to supply the
same water, free of charge, to communities around the world who
need it most, starting in India,
where industry is competing with
village communities for access to
fresh water.
Mr Paule said the foundation
has set up a website (www.botanicalwater.org) which provides information about the product and the
projects, and also allows people to
donate funds to contribute to offsetting the costs associated with delivering water to communities.
“To accelerate the adoption
of Botanical Water we are building processing plants in key areas
around the world, and will deliver
clean, green, safe, natural water
made from plant material, free
of charge to people who need it
most,” he said.
“My involvement with Dr Bruce
commenced after we met some
time ago, and I was very impressed

• PROVIDING THE NECTAR
OF LIFE: A process invented
by local scientist Dr Bruce
Kambouris, ABOVE,
produces clean, green, fresh
drinking water from fruit and
vegetables, BELOW, that is
going to provide water to
communities in India struggling
to source sufficient supply for
their daily needs, RIGHT.

with his inventive mind and enthusiasm for his AquaBotanical product.
“Subsequently my company
became closely involved with the
product, and a short time into the
journey I realised that this was a
really big invention, because water scarcity is one of the top three
problems in the world.”
Mr Paule said the invention is
a transformational, enabling product which has the potential to help
an enormous number of people
around the world.

“This
innovative
product will do more
than just provide water
for people to drink out
of a bottle, it’s going to
change people’s lives
in some parts of the
world,” he said.
“The world’s aquifers are diminishing,
and satellite technology has enabled us to
see where the depletion is happening and
therefore we need to find sources
of fresh water.
“People see water events, massive floods, and think there’s a lot
of water, but it’s the wrong water,
in the wrong place, and in fact, it
can create disease and a polluted
source, which contaminates otherwise clean drinking water.”
Mr Paule said his company had
taken a close look at the market,
and soon realised that there was a
huge need globally for clean drinking water.

“In the middle-ground there
are the existing beverage companies, the Coco Cola’s and Pepsi’s,
Nestles, Suntory’s and many others,
who all need something like 1.3
trillion litres of clean water to make
their existing beverages worldwide
which include beer and soft drink,”
he said.
“In March last year, both Coke
and Pepsi’s Indian operations were
prevented from producing their
beverage products for a month, because they were competing against
the local villagers for water – there
was actually a drought instead of
the normal monsoon.
“There are 200 large factories,
some of which are taking two million litres of water a day out of the
aquifers, that’s a serious volume,
and so is it any wonder that their
water table is diminishing.
“To put that into context, in the
1960s in some villages, you only
had to drill down a metre and you
would strike water – those same villages are now having to drill down

to depths of 90 metres and are not
finding water.”
India boasts 17.5 percent of the
world’s population, but only has
four percent of the world’s water.
Their huge sugar industry is believed to hold the key to alleviating
shortages of fresh water, given the
enormous amount of waste product the sugar cane processing creates.
The waste, which would otherwise be flushed into the rivers, can
now be processed into pure, clean
drinking water, and also water to
use in industry.
“People don’t realise that 90
percent of plant-material is water,
and so for years the sugar industry
has been bringing in outside water
to run their boilers and processing – effectively depriving the local community of that water – at
the same time generating polluted
waste which makes its way into the
environment,” Mr Paule said.
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“If we install the technology
and harness the same water for operational purposes, it would mean
that they wouldn’t have to bring
in water and any excess produced
could be further processed into
drinking water and supplied to the
local villagers.”
Mr Paule said that most companies have a CSR policy (Corporate
Social Responsibility), and an environmental sustainability goal to be
reached by 2025 or 2050.
“Our concept ticks that box
for them, and so there is no logical reason why they can’t adopt
this process side-by-side with their
current production facilities and in
turn gift water so kids don’t have to
die,” he said.
It’s estimated that every 90 seconds a child aged under five dies
because of limited access to clean
water and sanitation.
“In India, 1.5million children
a year die from contaminated water-related disease,” Mr Paule said.
“They collect muddy water from
creeks and wells, which leads to
them contracting diarrhoea, they
then become dehydrated and die,
it’s a very sad state of affairs – an
unacceptable disgrace really.”
Mr Paule said that The Botanical Foundation will put 100 centsin-the-dollar into the project, and
won’t take any costs out.
“So it’s a real foundation creating real water for some of the

• MEN ON A MISSION: Botanical
Water Technologies Managing
Director, David Driver, left, and
Executive Directors Dr Bruce
Kambouris and Terry Paule are
justifiably proud of the technology
that is providing clean drinking
water to countries with dire
shortages.

world’s poorest people,” he said.
“I recently spoke with a delegate
from the United Nations, and he
said that their relief teams use five
and 20-litre biodegradable bags,
an amount that would be a daily
ration or enough for a few days,
and a truck literally rolls up into
the middle of town and hands the
water out.
“The water is then taken home
and the discarded bag will eventually dissolve into the environment.
“That’s one way to distribute
water at a local level, the other way

would be to literally pipe it in or
bring the water in big milk-tanker
like delivery trucks, which can carry
20,000 litres and it could be centrally distributed in the township
or village.”
Mr Paule said Dr Kambouris,
together with his organisation,
were proud to announce the launch
of The Botanical Water Foundation,
and their first charitable water treatment facility is planned to open in
Tamil Nadu, India.
“To help make this happen, and
to build awareness of this technol-

ogy, we’re raising $50,000 that will
go directly to building this facility,”
Mr Paule said. “India is the second
largest sugar producer in the world
after Brazil, and has over four million hectares under plantation,
producing over 23.2 million tons
of sugar in 2013 to 2014.
“This equates to 60 billion litres of botanical water production,
if all the sugar cane was converted
to sugar.
“This first Botanical Water
Foundation plant at the Pudukottai sugar factory will be capable of

producing 20,000 litres of water
per day. This water will be provided
free to tens of thousands of people
who need it most within the state
of Tamil Nadu, and 100 percent
of all donations will go directly to
helping make that happen.”
The AquaBotanical bottle has
also been re-branded in a process
that Mr Paule’s company carried
out.
“We’ve now gone for a ‘Millennial’ bottle, a really stripped-down
version of the previous sapphireblue one, and now you can see
the crystal clear water – it takes
the mystery out of the concept of
extracting water from plants and
vegetables – some people think it’s
juice, when in fact it’s pure water,”
Mr Paule said.
People wishing to assist financially with the building of the first
charitable water project may do so
via the Botanical Water Foundation’s website (www.botanicalwater.org) – all donations are 100 percent tax deductible.
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